Summary
Grain from self-pollinating crops contributes more than 60% of annual global calories for human consumption, and demand is increasing.

Grain production in self-pollinating crops is extremely sensitive to the effects of heat and drought, and these stresses are increasing as a result of global climate change.

The rate of increase in grain yield of the world’s major self-pollinating crops is not keeping pace with demand and is threatened by global climate change.

Heat and drought stress tolerance are complex traits often present in wild or landrace relatives of crop plants. They are difficult to transfer by traditional breeding methods.

Genomic selection may help this process, but depends on high genetic diversity with associated molecular marker polymorphism in elite breeding populations.

The confluence of human population increase, climate change and genomics necessarily promotes change in the underlying methods of crop breeding.
The ‘animal model’ provides best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) of breeding value based on information from all relatives in the pedigree across cycles of selection.

A plant version of the animal model is advocated for self-pollinating crops to increase genetic diversity in breeding populations and accelerate response to selection.

BLUP or genomic BLUP values can be estimated for drought and heat-stress tolerance, grain yield and quality and predictions are improved by integrating data across cycles of selection.

Genetic diversity is retained, the rate of inbreeding can be controlled and the potential for long-term genetic gain is increased. Pure lines will “spin off” from this rapid early generation crossing programme.

This change in crop breeding methods is motivated by the need to improve response to selection, including genomic selection, for grain yield in the face of global climate change.
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Glossary
Additive genetic variance: the heritable genetic variance in a population.

If selection occurs during the selfing process, additive genetic variance is lost from the population and cannot be restored when selection ceases.

Traditional breeding methods for self-pollinating crops cause a permanent loss of additive genetic variance when crossing occurs after selfing and selection of pure lines (see reference 12).

Animal model: a process of recording the phenotype and pedigree relationships in animal breeding (also used in perennial crop species), which provides best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) of the breeding value of an individual based on all the phenotypic information available from itself and its relatives in the pedigree down to the base population.

The animal model has revolutionised commercial animal breeding over the past 30 years, with increased rate of genetic improvement while controlling the rate of population inbreeding through additional selection schemes such as optimal contribution selection.

BLUP: best linear unbiased prediction. In the animal model, the BLUP value is a selection index based on all the phenotypic information available from itself and its relatives, and is the predicted breeding value of the individual. Various software programs have been developed to calculate BLUP values in animal breeding programmes, and this software can be used in selfing crops.
F1 individuals: first filial generation (F1) individuals are the direct descendants of a cross. In animals, the parents are heterozygous and each F1 individual in a family is genetically unique (unless the sibs are identical twins). In traditional selfing crop breeding programmes, the parents are pure lines and F1 individuals from a cross are genetically identical. In this article, the animal model is applied to selfing plants, and the parents used for crossing are heterozygous and not pure lines, and their progeny are referred to as F1 individuals. Alternatively, “S0” can be used for the direct descendants of a cross between two heterozygous parents of a selfing crop species.

Genomic selection: a modification of the animal model, where, instead of pedigree information, a “realized” relationship matrix is constructed from whole-genome molecular marker data on the individual and its relatives in the pedigree tree. The genomic predicted breeding value is often referred to as G-BLUP. Potentially, this increases the accuracy of predicted breeding values.

Heterozygous: individuals with different forms of a gene from the mother and the father. F1 individuals are described as heterozygous for this gene.

Homozygous: individuals with only one form of a gene, either from the mother or the father. Pure lines are highly homozygous because they are the product of many generations of selfing.

Inbreeding: in selfing crops, inbreeding causes a loss of genetic diversity known as genetic drift, or the random loss of alleles due to small population size. Selfing crops do not suffer from “inbreeding depression” as observed in animals and cross-pollinating plants. This loss of genetic diversity limits long-term genetic gain in selfing crops. For more evidence on low effective population size and genetic drift in selfing crops, see references 8 and 9.

Optimum contribution selection: a selection method developed in the animal model which optimises genetic diversity and potential for long-term genetic gain in the breeding population. Individuals are selected for mating based on their BLUP or genomic BLUP value plus their potential to minimise inbreeding and contribute to long-term genetic gain. See reference 16.

Phenotype: the value of a trait measured on an individual. Phenotyping for heat or drought tolerance could occur on an F1 individual, or its self progeny, in the plant version of the animal model. Grain quality or grain yield must be measured on the self progeny of an F1 individual, in order to have enough seed to evaluate grain yield or quality in field plots.

Polymorphism: used in relation to molecular markers when they detect heterozygous molecular marker ‘genes’. Low rates of polymorphism reflect high rates of inbreeding.

Pure lines: these are formed when F1 individuals are selfed for several generations to produce near-homozygous lines that breed true.
Selfing crops: crops which produce grain by self-pollination. This includes most of the world's most important grain-producing crops, such as wheat, barley, oats, soybean, millet, sorghum and canola. Selfing crops have traditionally been crossed after selection of pure lines, a process which may last several years and thereby slow genetic progress.

Self-pollination: this occurs when the male gamete (pollen) fertilizes the female gamete (ovule) on the same plant and produces seed from self-pollination. In cross-pollinating species such as lucerne (alfalfa), rye or turnip rape, seed production is the result of cross-pollination and self-pollination normally fails.

Introduction
More than 60% of calories for human consumption are produced annually by self-pollinating grain crops (1).

The 2009 Declaration of the World Summit on Food Security stated that a 70% increase in agricultural output was required by 2050 to keep pace with population increase, and that agriculture needed to adapt to climate change through a sustainable use of genetic resources (2).

Two serious threats to food production are the effects of heat and drought stress on selfing crops. New sources of heat and drought tolerance are often found in wild or landrace accessions stored in genetic resource centres (3, 4), but such traits are complex and specific strategies of crop breeding are necessary to exploit these valuable alleles in elite crop breeding programmes (5).

New breeding technologies, such as genomic selection, may help to increase food production (6, 15), but this is limited by the underlying breeding methods for selfing crops which are not sustainable in the long term (8).

A new crop breeding method, based on the animal model, was proposed recently for long-term and sustainable genetic improvement in selfing crops.

The method used all genetic relationships (with crossing and selfing in the pedigree) across cycles of selection, plus additive and non-additive genetic covariances between cycles, and accelerated response to selection for a low heritability trait (9). Genomic selection could add value to the process.

The confluence of several factors – increasing human population, increasing demand for calories from selfing crops, climate change leading to heat and drought stress, potential reductions in grain yield due to heat and drought stress, and new genomic technologies – necessarily stimulates change in the underlying breeding method for selfing crops.

Background
The traditional breeding method in selfing crops has been described as “selfing before crossing” (9).
This method developed naturally in selfing annual crops, where new cultivars are identified after selfing and selection of inbred lines, and are then used in crossing.

New cultivars of selfing crops “breed true” – farmers confidently retain seed knowing that seed harvested from a pure line is genetically identical to seed that was sown. Selfing and selection of superior homozygous pure lines is the ultimate goal of breeding in self-pollinating crops (10, 11).

However, this method of breeding selfing crops limits long-term and sustainable genetic gain (8). “Selfing before crossing” results in huge numbers of potential genotypes for testing and selection after each generation. Selection reduces the numbers of genotypes for testing during selfing, often with the aid of breeding technology (6).

Consequently, new pure line cultivars represent just a small fraction of the genetic variation available in each cross, and usually only a few elite lines are used as parents in the next round of crossing. These few elite parents with few ancestors in their pedigree, restrict the effective population size in selfing crops (8, 9).

In outcrossing species, such as animals or perennial trees, selection occurs on F1 individuals – where each sib from a cross is genetically unique and has a unique breeding value that can be predicted by phenotyping.

Only superior individuals are used in crossing, and these are identified on the basis of information from all relatives in the pedigree through a process that has become known as the ‘animal model’ (7). In such species, additive genetic variance in the population can be restored when selection is removed (12).

This is not the case with selfing crops, because additive genetic variance in the breeding population is reduced by selection during selfing, and this reduction in additive genetic variance is inherited by future generations (12, 13).

As a result, selfing crop breeding programmes tend to have lower genetic diversity than animal breeding programmes and longer generation intervals (8). This limits both short-term and longer-term responses to selection.

Elite crop breeding programmes also tend to become remote, genetically speaking, from wild and landrace accessions which may store many valuable genes (such as genes for heat and drought tolerance).

This increases the difficulty of migrating minor alleles for complex traits with low heritability from wild into elite breeding populations – and special breeding methods are needed to “bridge the gap” between wild or landrace accessions and elite crop breeding programmes (5, 14).

The reaction of most researchers and funders has been to seek technological solutions to these problems (6, 15). However, the underlying methods of breeding selfing crops should be critically examined first.
When the ‘animal model’ (7) was used in a selfing crop, this dramatically improved the rate of response of selection to a complex trait over two cycles of selection (9).

The method used pedigree and phenotypic information from relatives back to the base population. Such a method could be used to improve yield under heat and drought stress in elite crop breeding programmes.

The method will provide a sound basis for genomic selection in selfing crops, for the introduction of new alleles from wild and landrace relatives, and for the conservation of additive genetic variance for long-term genetic gain.

As with all breeding methods, appropriate selection methods are critical to minimise inbreeding. Optimal contribution selection was developed for long-term genetic gain in the animal model (16), but the software would need to be modified to include selfing in the pedigree. The animal model has a lot to offer breeding of selfing crops.

Using the animal model in selfing crop plants
The animal model uses information from relatives including ancestors, collateral relatives, and progeny to find the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) of breeding value for an individual (7).

BLUP is a selection index based on information from all relatives in the pedigree back to the base population, and has been very successful in breeding of animals and perennial tree crops where it has increased the rate of genetic gain without a large increase in inbreeding (8, 9).

In a typical animal pedigree (Fig. 1), the F1 offspring inherit half their genes from the dam and half from the sire, and because every parent is heterozygous, then every F1 sibling is heterozygous and genetically unique.

The relatives that contribute most to accuracy of BLUP values are parents, full-sibs and progeny, and the individual itself, but accuracy can be improved by including collateral relatives (full sibs, half-sibs), repeated records, and records from correlated traits (17).

A typical animal breeding programme has a database with names of individuals and records of phenotypic measurements on each individual at each date of measurement.

In addition, there is a record of the names of each parent for each individual (the pedigree records). These data grow over time, when new individuals are added at birth.

Most plant breeders have records which are similar to animal breeders, with both phenotypic and pedigree records on individuals. Many public or commercial databases are available to help plant breeders manage such records.
The entire data set in animal breeding, including many cycles back to the base population, are analysed by software programs such as ASReml-R (25) to solve linear mixed models including phenotypic and pedigree records across cycles of selection to arrive at the BLUP of breeding value for each individual.

The BLUP value is based on all records over all generations in the ancestry. This type of analysis over cycles of selection has not been attempted before in plant breeding until recently (9), where it was based on similar linear mixed models solved using ASReml-R software.

In traditional annual crop breeding programmes, cross progeny are selfed for several years after crossing (Fig. 2). This delays selection of suitable lines until superior inbred characteristics are identified, and slows selection cycles.

As indicated above, crossing after selection reduces additive genetic variance available for future genetic gain. These differences between typical animal and plant breeding programmes are represented by the sheep (F1 individuals) and canola (replicated F6 plots) in Fig. 3.

In a recent example in a selfing crop (9), only one generation of selfing occurred between each cross (9) (Figure 4).

The method was tested in field peas, Pisum sativum, the same species used by Mendel to demonstrate the nature of inheritance (9).

In annual selfing crop plants, the plant undergoes sexual reproduction during the growing season, normally before phenotypic records are obtained. Therefore it is not possible to phenotype, select and use F1 individuals for crossing before flowering.

In the method developed by Cowling et al. (9), F1 plants were assessed for resistance to a low-heritability trait, ascochyta blight disease (Didymella pinodes complex), during the growing season.

Self set seed was harvested from selected F1 plants and grown on to be used for crossing. Data were analysed over two cycles of selection, and analysis was improved by including genetic relationships and the additive and non-additive genetic covariances between cycles.

High accuracy of predicted breeding values ($r > 0.8$) was achieved on F1 plants, with $>11\%$ increase in disease resistance forecast in the next cycle based on 20% selection proportion (9).

Cowling et al. (9) incorporated both selfing and crossing in the pedigree of their ‘plant model’ version of the animal model (Fig. 4).

The plant model conformed to assumptions of the animal model with information combined across cycles of selection back to the base population, thereby avoiding the problem of bias in selection (18).
The key advantages of the method were shortened selection cycles compared with traditional methods (Fig. 4) and potentially high genetic diversity in the breeding population, because many heterozygous parents were used in crossing.

Another key benefit was the presence of many “augmented half-sibs” – self and cross progeny related by a common parent. Such relationships have never before been used in the animal model, and increased accuracy of prediction of breeding values in F1 individuals (9).

The method could be adapted to traits measured in harvested seed of F1 plants, such as grain yield or quality under heat and drought stress. However, to avoid high rates of population inbreeding, the selection of parents used in crossing should be optimised to retain genetic diversity and improve prospects for long-term genetic gain.

Such a method developed for the animal model is “optimum contribution selection” (16), and this method could be modified to include selfing in the pedigree of the plant model.

Genomic selection may increase accuracy of predictions of breeding value compared with BLUP selection as it has done in the animal model (19, 20).

This potential in plant breeding has stimulated many recent reviews, although the potential value is limited by population structure and lack of polymorphisms in breeding populations of selfing crops (21).

No current models of genomic selection in selfing crops integrate training of molecular markers on selection candidates across generations (22), although this is now possible in the plant version of the animal model (9).

The potential value of genomic selection should always be evaluated against BLUP selection based on pedigree relationship information (23).

Genomic BLUPs, based on phenotypic data and molecular genetic relationship information across generations, have been used to advantage in the animal model (19, 20).

The plant version of the animal model does not interfere with the selfing process in crop breeding, which can proceed as normal with the selection of pure lines from each generation (Fig. 5).

Crossing will occur with self progeny of superior F1 individuals, but normal procedures of selfing will occur on these parent plants to develop superior pure lines. Therefore, the plant version of the animal model requires only small modifications to existing breeding programmes.

The key change is to cross selected F1 individuals or their self progeny, based on their BLUP breeding values from analysis across cycles as in the animal model (9). For traits such as grain yield or quality, the phenotype must be measured on self progeny of F1 individuals.
Problems to be confronted
Research has begun on using the animal model to integrate data across cycles of selection in selfing crops (9), but much work remains to be done, for example, to modify the model for yield and grain quality measured on self seed of F1 individuals.

Research will be necessary to optimise selection based on BLUP values and genetic relationships, in order to minimise population inbreeding. It is not wise to rely on truncation selection as this will quickly narrow the population through inbreeding.

Developments in optimum contribution selection will be necessary to include selfing in the pedigree, which has not been done before (16).

Plant breeders will need to be familiar with software for spatial trial design such as DiGGer (24), to assemble pedigree information accurately on a database (including selfing), and to analyse field trial data and pedigrees across cycles of selection using software such as ASReml-R (25).

A full example of the model, including the phenotypic data, pedigrees with selfing and code for ASReml-R, is provided by Cowling et al. (9).

In this author’s experience, the cost of the method is not significantly different from previous annual budgets in crop breeding, and costs can be substantially reduced if doubled haploidy or genomic technology is not affordable in the programme.

This makes the method ideal for developing countries where plant breeding budgets are low, but demands for improvements from selfing crop breeding are high.

For existing high-cost breeding programmes, the method involves relatively minor modifications to existing procedures, but the change will be highly rewarded with increased genetic diversity and greater long-term genetic gain compared with current breeding methods for selfing crops.

Impact on policy
The method outlined here requires little additional funding and can be used by all countries (developed or developing) and structures of funding (public and private).

Some breeding programmes are funded entirely by public sources, and others are entirely funded privately. Most breeding programmes rely indirectly on publicly funded research, especially in the area of pre-breeding which develops new sources of genetic diversity.

All selfing crop breeding programmes are united by their dependence on breeding methods developed over 100 years ago. The new method outlined here is flexible and can be applied equally to pre-breeding programs and to elite commercial programmes.
The method was developed in animal breeding, and requires only minor adjustments to apply to selfing crop plants. The plant model advocated here differs in the timing of crossing to traditional breeding of selfing crops.

Crossing will occur on F1 individuals or their self progeny, selected for required traits, before extended selfing and selection of pure lines. This will improve long-term genetic gain and minimise loss of additive genetic variance through low effective population size.

Plant breeders and funders may ask: our breeding methods have worked for securely for over 100 years, so why change now? Why not continue selfing then crossing with elite pure lines? It is true that genomic selection or other molecular genetic technologies could help future advances in crop breeding (6, 15).

However, global food production and human survival in an era of rapid climate change demands critical examination of the underlying method of selfing crop breeding, which could exploit methods developed in the animal model to achieve better results in the medium and long-term.

Loss of additive genetic variance by selection during selfing before crossing (11) is crippling genetic advance in many breeding programmes, and limits our ability to improve complex traits such as heat and drought tolerance.

Genomic BLUPs may improve selection accuracy compared with pedigree BLUPs in selfing crops, but both genomic and pedigree methods of prediction require optimum contribution selection techniques to improve long-term genetic gain, as in animal breeding (22). Prediction of breeding value, by itself, is only one part of successful long-term genetic gain.

For pre-breeders, the method would be used to retain genetic diversity from a wide range of sources, such as landrace or wild types with heat and drought tolerance, while improving the population across cycles of selection with large effective population size.

Selection will focus on the trait(s) of interest, such as drought or heat tolerance, and large effective population size will reduce population inbreeding and loss of alleles by genetic drift. Pre-breeders should incorporate elite cultivars into their programmes, to keep the agronomic attributes relevant to elite commercial programmes in the target region.

For commercial breeders, the method provides an opportunity to achieve better results than competitors in the medium and long-term.

This applies equally to hybrid breeders as it does to breeders of selfing crops. Most hybrid breeders use selfing to produce superior inbred parent lines. The method outlined here allows migration of new genetic diversity and greater retention of existing genetic diversity – both of which set up the programme for long-term genetic gain in an era of changing climates.
A wise policy on the part of administrators and funders of crop breeding, both public and private, would be to compare traditional breeding alongside the new approach outlined in this article. Breeders normally do not require too much incentive to “try something new” if given support from their leaders.

Conclusions
A new breeding method based on the animal model is proposed for selfing crops, where crossing occurs before extended selfing and selection of inbred lines.

The method promises to improve medium to long-term genetic gain, with higher genetic diversity and more rapid response to selection.

The method will reduce the loss of additive genetic variance which happens when selfing and selection occurs before crossing of elite pure lines (12).

The procedure can be implemented readily with training in software programs for trial design (24) and analysis (25). Databases can be modified to include pedigree information on individuals and their relatives, as well as phenotypic data.

The main difference to the animal model, which animal breeders have been developing during the past 20-30 years of BLUP selection, is the inclusion of limited selfing in the pedigree tree (see reference 9). Therefore, most of the developments in the animal model are readily transferred to this new method in selfing crops.

The changes proposed here to existing crop breeding programmes (Fig. 5) are relatively small, but breeders need to see “proof of concept” to adopt new breeding methods and new technologies.

Proof of concept is now available for the new breeding method (9), and the next step is to encourage governments and private companies to invest in the training, computers and software to allow breeders to compete and achieve the best results in the medium to long-term.

Such changes have occurred in animal breeding over the past 30 years. If implemented now, the plant model will lead to significant improvements in 5-10 years, but these improvements will accumulate into the future to contribute to the 70% increase in agricultural output proposed by the 2009 Declaration of the World Summit on Food Security by 2050, with a sustainable use of genetic resources (2).
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Figures

Figure 1.

Fig 1. A typical pedigree in the animal model. Circles represent females and squares represent males. Every individual is an F1. In the animal model, data are analysed across cycles of selection using information from relatives in the pedigree. In each generation, F1’s with...
required traits are selected for crossing.

Figure 2.

Fig 2. Crossing in traditional breeding programmes of self-pollinating annual crops is followed by several years of selfing. This leads to long cycle times (typically 6-12 years), low effective population size and a permanent loss of additive genetic variance in the population as a result of selection during selfing.

Figure 3.
Fig 3. In animal breeding programmes, represented here by sheep in Australia, the phenotyping and selection is done on F1 individuals. In traditional selfing crop breeding programmes, represented by plots of canola lines in the rear of the picture, the phenotyping and selection is done during several generations of selfing, followed by yield and quality testing on F6-derived or later material.

Figure 4.

Fig 4. The cycle time in a traditional breeding programme of annual self-pollinating crops is shown on left taking at least 6 years, compared with the plant version of the animal model where the cycle time is just 2 years. The short cycle time on the right accelerates response to selection, and accuracy of prediction of breeding values is improved when the data are analysed across cycles according to the animal model (see reference 9).
Figure 5. The plant version of the animal model allows selfing to continue on parent plants used in crossing (selfs of F1 individuals). The selfing programme continues “as normal” to produce and identify elite pure lines and cultivars, but crossing of the selfs of superior F1 individuals has already occurred several years earlier. This potentially accelerates response to selection and retains more genetic diversity and additive genetic variance for future generations.